










 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EXHIBIT A 

Summary of Obstruction and YBI’s Proposed Modifications 
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City of Sunrise, Springtree Water Treatment Plant Class I Injection Well System 

Summary of Injection Well IW2 Injection Tubing Installation and Contractor’s Proposal to Modify 
Tubing and Packer Mandrel to Facilitate Tubing Installation to the Required Depth  

The injection well design specifies the installation of 26-inch outside diameter (O.D.), 0.500-inch wall 
thickness (25-inch inside diameter [I.D.]) steel final casing lined with Future Pipe Industries (FPI) Red Box 
(RB) 1250 fiberglass reinforced plastic (FRP) injection tubing with a 23.5-inch maximum O.D. coupling 
diameter.  The proposed (and accepted) method to seat the injection tubing and seal the annulus 
between the tubing and casing was by a positive seal packer assembly (commonly referred to as an YBI 
packer assembly).  The YBI packer assembly design is comprised of two components: 1) the outer 
(female) packer mandrel which is welded within the final casing string and is currently installed at 2,774 
feet below pad level (bpl); and 2) the inner (male) packer mandrel that is attached to the base of the FRP 
injection tubing string and has a maximum O.D. of 23.48 inches.  The annulus seal between the injection 
tubing and the final casing is established by seating and compressing the male packer mandrel inside the 
female mandrel creating a positive seal.   

During installation of the male mandrel and the FRP injection tubing string, an obstruction was 
encountered at approximately 1,400 feet bpl which prohibited further installation of the tubing and 
ultimately resulted in the removal of the partial tubing string from the well.  The cause and extent of the 
obstruction was investigated through downhole video surveying and numerous caliper log passes above 
and below the obstruction.  Although the cause of the obstruction could not be 100% confirmed, it is 
reasonable to assume that a section of final casing was slightly “out-of-round” prior to casing installation 
or became out-of-round during the installation process.  The extent of the obstruction was further 
investigated by installing a “dummy tool” comprised of three FRP tubing sections and four equally spaced 
couplings, totaling 90 feet in length and possessing a maximum O.D. (at the couplings) of 23 inches.  The 
23-inch O.D. dummy tool also was obstructed at approximately 1,400 feet bpl.  A single 22.5-inch 
coupling was then successfully installed below the obstruction near 1,400 feet bpl and to within several 
feet above the female packer mandrel.  Through this investigation it can be concluded that the minimum 
I.D. of the final casing (near 1,400 feet bpl) is between 22.5 inches and 23 inches. 

Based on the results of the investigations, Youngquist Brothers Inc. (YBI) has proposed to reduce 
(machine down) the coupling O.D. of the RB 1250 sections that would be installed below the obstruction 
near 1,400 feet bpl.  These couplings would have a reduced O.D. of 22.5 inches.  The tubing sections 
installed above the obstruction would have unmodified, larger diameter, couplings.  In support of the 
proposal, YBI has provided documentation from the tubing manufacturer stating that they will warrant the 
RB 1250 (with machined couplings) to an internal pressure rating of 700 pounds per square inch (psi).  
FPI also noted that they find it acceptable for YBI to make the necessary modifications to the FRP 
couplings at YBI’s facility in Ft. Myers, Florida.  Additional information from the manufacturer describing 
the properties of the FRP tubing also was provided.  Copies of the letters are attached. 

YBI also proposed to reduce the maximum O.D. of the male packer mandrel to 22.5 inches to facilitate 
the installation of the packer below the obstruction near 1,400 feet bpl.  The original male packer mandrel 
included a tapered design with a 23.48-inch maximum O.D. at the top and a 22.03-inch minimum O.D. at 
the base.  The original design would have resulted in a sealing surface area of 501 square inches and 
approximately 7 inches of the male packer mandrel engaged within the female packer mandrel of the final 
casing.  The modified design, with a 22.5 inch maximum O.D. female packer mandrel, would result in a 
sealing surface area of 192 square inches and approximately 2.75 inches of the male packer mandrel 
engaged. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EXHIBIT B 

YBI Proposal 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



    Youngquist Brothers, Inc. 
                                     15465 Pine Ridge Road 
                                      Fort Myers, FL  33908 

                    Phone (239) 489-4444 
 
 
 
 
 

June 13, 2016 
 
	
Mr.	Rodney	Miller	
Arcadis	U.S.,	Inc.	
Project:	5036WF	Sunrise	Springtree	
RE:	Reduced	Diameter	FRP	Couplings	and	YBI	Packer	–	Revised	Packer	OD	22.5”	
	
Mr.	Miller,	
	
As	you	know,	YBI	has	been	investigating	the	reduced	diameter	final	steel	casing	for	the	past	
week.	We	have	made	progress	with	the	investigation	and	we	have	determined	that	the	largest	
diameter	tool	able	to	pass	the	reduced	diameter	area	at	approximately	1400’	BLS	is	22.6”.	We	
therefore	believe	that	the	next	step	is	to	modify	the	diameter	of	the	YBI	packer	and	the	FRP	
couplings	that	will	be	below	the	1400’	depth.		
	
We	first	propose	to	turn	down	the	couplings	on	the	FRP	to	a	diameter	of	22.5”.	We	propose	to	
reduce	the	diameter	of	the	couplings	on	the	FRP	that	will	be	installed	below	the	depth	of	1400’.	
The	FRP	couplings	above	1400’	will	remain	as	manufactured	(23”	OD).	A	letter	detailing	the	
results	of	turning	the	couplings	to	22.5”	OD	is	provided	by	Future	Pipe	and	is	included	as	
Attachment	A	with	this	package.	
	
YBI	maintains	a	state	of	the	art	manufacturing	and	machining	facility	in	Fort	Myers,	Fl.	We	
propose	to	bring	the	FRP	that	requires	modification	back	to	our	facility	to	be	machined	to	the	
proper	size	(22.5”).	A	letter	from	Future	Pipe	Industries	confirming	our	ability	to	perform	the	
machining	and	their	willingness	to	maintain	all	warranties	is	provided	as	Attachment	B.	
	
YBI	will	provide	a	calibrated	Starrett	No.	724	caliper	that	is	the	ideal	tool	used	to	measure	the	
OD	of	the	couplings.	This	caliper	is	more	accurate	than	Go/No-Go	gauge	rings	previously	
discussed.	Photos	of	the	caliper	are	provided	as	attachment	D.	YBI	will	provide	the	calipers	to	
Arcadis	representatives	and	we	will	assist	as	necessary	to	measure	the	couplings	prior	to	
installation.	We	propose	that	the	low	tolerance	of	the	couplings	be	22.4”	and	the	high	
tolerance	be	approximately	22.5”	diameter.	This	will	confirm	that	we	maintain	the	22.5”	
coupling	OD	that	Future	Pipe	Industries	has	designed	the	updated	calculations	around.	
	
Secondly,	YBI	proposed	to	reduce	the	diameter	of	the	male	portion	of	the	YBI	packer	assembly.	
The	diameter	would	be	machine	turned	down	to	an	OD	of	22.5”.	Reducing	the	diameter	of	the	
male	packer	will	reduce	the	contact	surface	area	of	the	packer	from	approximately	501	sq	
inches	to	approximately	192	sq	inches.	The	packer	compression	recommendation	from	Future	
Pipe	is	included	with	this	package	as	Attachment	C.	



	
The	surface	sealing	area	of	the	modified	packer	will	easily	meet	the	design	criteria	of	the	
injection	well.	In	YBI’s	opinion,	the	modified	packer	will	not	negatively	affect	the	performance	
of	the	injection	well	over	time.	We	base	this	opinion	on	our	installation	and	remediation	of	
multiple	types	and	sizes	of	injection	wells	over	the	past	20	years.	The	YBI	packer	system	is	
comprised	of	two	sealing	elements	that	when	sealed,	provide	over	2.75	inches	of	vertical	
sealing	area	and	are	on	average	approximately	4	inches	thick.	In	our	opinion	and	experience,	
the	area	subjected	to	corrosion	and	likely	to	fail	prior	to	the	packer	will	be	the	weld	made	at	
the	joint	between	the	final	steel	casing	and	the	YBI	female	packer	assembly.	I	am	including	a	
simple	drawing,	Attachment	E,	showing	the	packer	and	the	welded	joints	mentioned	above.	
	
YBI	proposed	to	bring	the	male	YBI	packer	assembly	back	to	our	shop	in	Fort	Myers	to	be	
precision	machined	to	22.5”.	This	will	be	done	on	our	large	diameter	precision	lathe.	The	
tolerance	will	be	maintained	with	very	high	precision.	
	
YBI	will	utilize	the	same	Starrett	caliper	as	mentioned	above	to	measure	and	maintain	the	
tolerances	of	the	machining	of	the	male	YBI	packer.	YBI	will	coordinate	with	Arcadis	and	the	
City	on	the	final	tolerance	requirement	of	the	YBI	male	packer,	we	are	proposing	22.5”	nominal	
diameter.	
	
We	appreciate	your	review	of	this	proposal	to	modify	the	OD	of	the	FRP	couplings	and	the	YBI	
male	packer.	We	are	confident	the	system	will	perform	as	designed.	
	
Please	let	me	know	if	you	have	any	questions	or	would	like	to	schedule	a	meeting	or	
teleconference	to	discuss	any	remaining	items.	
	
Respectfully,	
	
	

	
_______________________________	
Harvey	Youngquist,	Jr.	
Vice	President	
Youngquist	Brothers,	Inc.	
Email:		Harvey@youngquistbrothers.com	



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EXHIBIT C 

FPI Technical Summary of Modified FRP Injection Tubing 
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June 3, 2016

Youngquist B｢othe｢s, lnc.

1与46与Pine Ridge Rd.

Ft Mve｢s, ｢1 33908

A耽れ: HaⅣeyYoungquist

Vice President

Re:　丁u｢ning Down Red Box⑲ 12与0Couplings

Dear HaNev,

i am writing to provide information concerning the pe百〇｢mance variations consequent

of turning down the couplings on the 20〃 Red Box⑱ 1250 casing we have supplied to you

for the Sunrise we=. In fa吋oniy the inte｢nai pressure capac吋ofthe casing is a什e億ed

by such a mod摘cation.

丁o begin, the basic physical components of the casing a｢e′ the body of the pipe′ the

heavier upset ends of the pipe, the coupling′軸o female th｢eads′ and two male th｢eads･

The thinnest wa= of the pipe is that of the pipe body･丁he upsets are thicker so as to

accommodate the diameter dimensions of the male threads.The upset a｢ea盲s at each

end of the pipe, extendsfo｢ about 30 inches′ and then tapers down to the body diamete｢･

The coupling is thicker than this as explained below･

internal p｢essu唯

In a typica- design process addressing an inte｢nal p｢essu｢e requirement the required wa=

thickness of the body of the pipe, inclusive of a safety factor, is established first. Then the

threaded conne面on is designed to match that pressure capacity･ A threaded c○nne面on

holds pressure as a consequence of the compression induced between the female (box〉

and the maie (pin) components of the conne帥on.That compression is generated bvtwo

elements of the assembled c○nne債ion.
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The first, referred to as Pl, is the compression created bv the make-up, by forcing o｢

to｢queing the threaded tapered pin into the threaded tapered box. At a designated

′′powe｢ tight〃 position the matching tapers of the pin and box have been forced into One

anothe｢such thatthe pin is le鮎n compression and the box in tension.The amountof PI

compression induced bγ the makeup is a function of three things; i) the degree of

penetration of the p両nto the box which here can be described as the spedfied number

of tu｢ns past the ′′hand tight〃 position required to reach the ''powe｢ tight''positi〇両i) the

st｢en鴎h of the pin, and, iii) the st｢en軒h of the box. In terms of the st｢en鴎h of the pin

and box consider that no ma耽e｢ what penetration one accomplishes, if the box is paper

thin and thus can o情e｢ no resistance to the pin, little PI compression can be

ac∞mp=shed.Likewise the pin.

P2 is the compression actua=y created by the operating internal pressure of the casing at

work o｢ at test.The inte｢nal p｢essu｢e seNesto force the pin out against the box and add

to the compression between the tw〇･ Again′ and §imiia｢iy′ P2 is in pa直dependent on the

strength of the box･丁he internal pressure capacity of the connecti〇両s the sum of PI

plus P2. (Note that P2 is a case of diminishing returns in that if the internal pressure

becomes high enough it seNes to act on the small area of the box between the two pin

noses and actually push the box awayf｢om the pin which results in a leak･)

Therefore, if the coup=ng is turned down it is weakened and in that weakened state it

o什e｢s less resistance to the pin, hence less compression between the two′ and hence less

resistance to internal pressure.

1mp〇億antlγ, Pl and P之a｢e tho｢oughlv and accurately calculabie･ A tried and true fairly

unc○mp-icated AP- published formula is used to design a= threaded connections′ and it is

the basis for the connection design on a= threaded Future Pipe tubing′ casing′ and

~inepipe･ By that fo｢muia the turning down of the coup=ngs on the Sunrise 20'′ casing

reduces the sum of Pl and P2 such that the internal pressure capacity of the c○mection

w川be 1276 psi.

丁ensite筑｢en富置h

Depending on the wa= thickness of the body of the pipe′ and hence the internal pressure

rating of the pipe, the mode offa帥｢e under tensi〇両s either thread shear o｢ body failu｢e･

In this pa両cu~a｢ casing size those同o are coincidenta=y equivaient′ but both are
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considerably lower than the st｢en鴎h of the much thicker c○岬ling･丁hus, while the

turning down of the coupling does diminish its tensile strength somewhat, it is s制

considerably stronger than the pipe body o｢ the thread shear, the weakest two points in

the casing ove｢a=･丁hus, turning down the coupling had no impact on the tensile strength

of the casing overall, Note that the d肝e｢ing unit st｢en練hs of the couplings are due to

d肝e｢ing wind angle combinations.

Unit �7J&V陏��Ult.丁ensionibs 

CouplingBodyat之3''OD ��6�)ｦV�6免U7J&V陏��13,300 ��ﾃSS�ﾃ����

CouplingBodyat22.4''OD ��6�)ｦV�6免U7J&V誣F��14,900 ��ﾃ#s�ﾃ����

PipeBodyatnom19.60〃oD ��6�)ｦV�6免U7J&V誣F��20,000 涛s�ﾃ����

UpsetBody ��6�)ｦV�6免U7J&V陏��20,000 ��ﾃ3��ﾃ����

丁h｢eadShea｢ ��6�6��%7J&V陏��2,500 涛s2ﾃ����

Collapse

in like manner asthe tensile p｢ope面es. co=apse is determined by the cross sectional area

relative to the ID.The weakest link is the body of the pipe, far exceeded bythe c○upiing

and the upset.

OD �:&���56Y�7�問�Ult.Collapsepsi 

Coup!ingBodyat23〃OD �#2����116.6 迭ﾃ#S��

CouplingBodyat22.4〃OD �#"紊��95.3 �2ﾃ#3��

PipeBodyatnom19.60〃OD ��偵c��48.6 塔���

UpsetBodγ �#���R�65.0 ��ﾃピ2�

Thus, turning down the coup看ing′ wh=e it does decrease the co=apse rating of the c○up=ng

itselL in thatthe body is far lowe｢ in co=apse, the ove｢a= rating of the casing remains the

Same.

i hope this clarifies these issues･

c-　_阻害含量
Lawrence M○○｢e

Consuiting Engineer

Future Pipe industries, lnc



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EXHIBIT D 

FPI Attestment of YBI’s Ability to Modify Couplings 
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June 3, 2016

Youngquist B｢othe｢s, lnc.

1与46与Pine Ridge Rd.

｢t Mye｢sタロ33908

Attn: HaNey Youngquist

Vice President

Re:　丁u｢n盲ng Down Red Box⑩ 12与0Couplings

Dea｢Si｢,

We have doselv fo=owed the recent developments conce｢両ng your we= installation at

the Sunrise location and we appreciate your ｢equi｢ement to turn down some of the

c○upiings on the 20 inch Red Box⑱ 1250 casing we have provided you to an OD of 22･4

inches. We are fa面lia｢ with your operations and capab航ies and we ask that you please

accept this letter as our approval and confirmation of your capacity to pe百〇｢m this tu｢n-

down operation.

The diminishment of the coupling OD w川dec｢ease the inte｢nai pressure capacity of the

threaded comection to an ultimate value of 1,27与psi.The co=apse p｢essu｢e rating and

the tensile strength of the casing w川not be a什ected. We w川hono｢ our warranty

provided with the original tubing to the extent that the operating conditions respect the

now reduced internal pressure capac吋of the cas活g. Our recommendation is that the

casing not be operated at a p｢essu｢e g｢eate｢than 700 psi.

Very best regards,

｣_-.言

しaw｢ence M○○｢e

Engineering Consultant

Future Pipe industries, lnc.

日韓
年　t._J'-　丁

串理-寸皇蜜豆　i輔鼻　G'十　轟-,ふ.



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EXHIBIT E 

FPI Recommended Tubing Compression Loads 
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｣une9, 2016

Youngquist B｢othe｢s lnc.

1与46与Pine Ridge Road

Ft. Mγe｢s,剛33908

轟t揮e Pやe l晶u轟跳Inc

晴　子

に　　　　-　　　　宮-,　1

i ,　? I

!

当　　-,

Re:　Sun｢iseしW-1 andしW-2 Injection we=s

Gentlemen.

Please accept this as our recommendation concerning the completion of the two above-mentioned

injection we=s. We have examined the operating details you passed to us and we recommend that we=

しW-1 be set活compression by your boit down procedure to the fo=owing extent′ and ｣W-2 be set

withou章additional bolt down induced compression:

Wたしし �4��$U76ﾆ��D各州円' ���8ﾇ�ｦXｹ��l田Eぐ鵬｢各 ��ｨ�ｩ+$ﾒ�PACKERLOAD ���8ｦ�,hｭ�+T��B�

CoN鵬ぐ｢AR各A 疋Tﾕ��HOし電丁とMP �5D�D�2�OpE虞A丁iNG 

しW-1 �2縟披��2.985 冰���5�披�90F 田�ｦR�16与Psi �#3%�4��

しW-2 ��ｶ��2,77与 ��僞e5�披�90｢ 田�b�34与PSI 冰�#��6��

番st｢ing weight alone p調vides 34与psi compression on the 192 sq in packer which w川su靴e fo｢the 150 psi test･

During ope帽tion the injection of the 90 deg fluid w紺expand the string so as to put与20 psi on the packe｢･

Thank you for your consideration. If you have any fi正uer questions please do not hesitate to call.

Very best regards,

Lawrence Moo重e

Co調珊重血g E皿g血ee重

Fume Pipe工ndus血es,血c.

連星星含量



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EXHIBIT F 

YBI Modified Packer Assembly Design 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 







 

 
 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EXHIBIT H 

 

STANDARDS AND SPECIFICATIONS  

FOR  

PERFORMING A TYPICAL MECHANICAL INTEGRITY TEST (MIT) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 

SECTION 01019 

 

GENERAL REQUIRMENTS 
 

PART 1 - GENERAL 
 
1.01  PROJECT LOCATION:  This project is located within the City of Sunrise, Springtree 
Water Treatment Plant (WTP) located at 4350 Springtree Drive, Sunrise, FL 33351.   
 
1.02  SCOPE OF WORK:  The Work to be performed by the Contractor includes furnishing all 
materials, labor, tools, equipment, water, light, power, transportation, superintendence, 
temporary construction of every nature, and all other services and facilities of every nature 
whatsoever to perform the Mechanical Integrity Testing (MIT) on the Springtree WTP Injection 
Well (IW2) as shown on the Drawings and/or as herein described as specified.  All Work shall 
be in accordance with the Contract Documents.  The performance of the MIT shall incorporate 
the following criteria. 
 
A.   IW2 shall not be out of service or use to the Owner for more than 36 contiguous 
hours.  After this time has elapsed, the well shall be returned to service, regardless of the 
status of the test.  If additional out of service time for the injection well is required, it shall be 
re-scheduled but assumed not to occur until the well has been back in regular service at least 
12 hours. 
 
B.   Upon receipt of 2-hour written notification from the Engineer, the Contractor shall 
terminate test activities and return the injection well to normal service.  The Owner does not 
intend for this to occur, but this option will be implemented if system flow events dictate need.  
This means any temporary wellhead modifications need to incorporate this requirement.  The 
Contractor is responsible for coordinating his work schedule with the Engineer.   
 
C.   The Contract shall provide 72 hours advance notice to the Engineer of intent to 
remove the well from service and commence testing work. The Owner will make reasonable 
efforts to accommodate the shut-down request but reserves the right to delay testing as 
required to react to system flow events and/or facility performance.  Refer to Section 11561 for 
additional information and considerations relative to work schedule and sequence. 
 

1.03  INTERPRETATION OF CONTRACT DOCUMENTS: 

 

A. Specifications and Drawings included in this Contract establish the performance quality 

requirements, location and general arrangement of materials and equipment, and establish the 

minimum standards for quality of workmanship and appearance 

 

B. A part of the Work that is necessary or required to make each installation satisfactory 

and operable for its intended purpose, even though it is not specifically included in the 

Specifications or on the Drawings, shall be performed as incidental work as if it were described 

in the Specifications and shown on the Drawings. 

 

1.04  COORDINATION OF WORK WITH OTHER CONTRACTORS AND PLANT 

OPERATORS:  Contractor will be required to coordinate work efforts with other plant 

contractors who may be actively working on the project site.  It is noted that the work site is on 

an operating water treatment plant.  The Contractor shall coordinate activities to minimize 

impact on plant operation. 

 



 

 
 

 

 

 

1.05  GRADES, DIMENSIONS AND ELEVATIONS:  Grades shown are finished grades.  
Written dimensions have preference over scaled dimensions.   
 
1.06 EXISTING UTILITIES AND STRUCTURES:  The existing utilities and facilities shown on 
the drawings were located from the Owner’s and other records. Guaranty is not made that all 
existing facilities are shown or that those shown are entirely accurate. The Contractor shall 
assure himself of any utilities, structures or facilities prior to performing any Work. Prior to the 
start of Work, the Contractor shall request each utility agency to advise him of the location of 
their facilities in the vicinity. The Owner and the Engineer will assume no liability for damages 
sustained or costs incurred because of the Contractor's operations in the vicinity of existing 
utilities or structures. The Contractor shall notify the Engineer of any deviation between 
existing conditions and the drawings. 
 
When structures and utilities have been properly shown or marked and are disturbed or 
damaged in the execution of the Work, they must be repaired immediately in conformance with 
best standard practice and the approval of the Owner of the damaged utility or structure.  In 
the case of structures and utilities which have not been properly shown or located as outlined 
above and are disturbed or damaged in the prosecution of the Work, take whatever steps are 
necessary for safety and notify the affected utility Owner and avoid any actions which might 
cause further damage to the structure or utility. Should the Work require repairs, changes, or 
modifications of the Owner’s utilities as well as other utilities, it is the responsibility of the 
Contractor to provide for the maintenance of continuous water, sewage, electric, telephone 
and other utility services to all present customers of such utilities, unless approval in writing is 
secured from the applicable utility company or Owner for interpretation of such service. 
  
1.07 PRESERVING WATER QUALITY:  The Contractor shall exercise extreme care to 
minimize degradation of water quality at the site. All necessary provisions shall be taken to 
insure compliance with the water quality standards of the State of Florida.  Refer to Section 
11561 for additional information and considerations relative to water quality preservation.     
 
1.08  LIST OF FIGURES: 
 
The figures included with the Contract Documents are actually the record construction 
drawings for the well and are included for reference only. 
 
1.09 SUBSTITUTIONS: 
  
A. Substitutions will not be permitted on any items specified herein or identified on the 
drawings where two or more manufacturers have been named unless they are followed by the 
words "or equal".  Substitutions will also not be considered on any specified items whenever 
they are followed by the words "no substitutions".  All substitution requests must be made in 
writing to the Engineer within five days of the Notice To Proceed. 
  
B. Submit five copies of request for substitution. Include in request: 
  
          1.  Complete Data substantiating compliance of proposed substitution with Contract 
Documents. 
           
 2.  For Products: 
   a.  Product identification, including manufacturer's name and address. 
               b.  Manufacturer's literature: 
                    (1)  Product description. 

                  (2)  Performance and test data. 
                  (3)  Reference standards. 



 

 
 

 

 

 

              c.  Samples. 
              d.  Name and address of similar projects on which product was used, and date of 
installation. 
 
          3. For construction methods: 
              a.  Detailed description of proposed method. 
              b.  Drawings illustrating methods. 
 
          4.  Itemized comparison of proposed substitute with product or method specified. 
 
          5.  Data relating to changes in construction schedule. 
 
          6.  Relation to separate contracts. 
 
          7.  Accurate cost data on proposed substitution in comparison with product or method 
specified. 
  
1.10 SANITARY FACILITIES:  The Contractor shall provide temporary restroom facilities for 
field crews. Existing Owner facilities are not available for use by the Contractor. 
  
1.11 WORKING HOURS:  All work on this contract, shall be conducted during normal working 
hours (7 A.M. to 7 P.M.) on weekdays unless prior written approval is given by the Engineer. 
No work shall be permitted on weekends and Engineer observed holidays without approval 
from the Engineer.  All work requiring FDEP attendance must be performed during regular 
FDEP working hours.  Work also shall be in accordance with Part 1.02 of this specification. 
 
1.12 ACCESS TO THE WORK SITE:  The Contractor may use only the roads designated by 
the Owner for access to the work locations. The Contractor shall be responsible for 
maintaining, protecting and restoring the routes to the satisfaction of the Owner and Engineer. 
  
1.13 VIDEO TAPING: The Contractor, to the satisfaction of the Engineer, shall video tape or 
digitally photograph all areas of the construction, staging, etc.  A copy of the video tapes in 
DVD format or copies of the photographs shall be delivered to the Engineer and approved as 
acceptable before any work or site mobilization occurs.  
 
1.14 FAMILIARITY WITH LAWS:  The Contractor is assumed to be in compliance with and 
familiar with all federal, state and local laws, ordinances, rules, codes and regulations that may 
in any manner affect the work.  Failure to familiarize themselves with applicable laws, etc., 
shall in no way relieve the Contractor from responsibility. 

 
1.15 RESTORATION OF DAMAGED SURFACES, STRUCTURES AND PROPERTY:  Where 
pavement, fences or other property or surface structures not designated as pay items, have 
been damaged, removed or disturbed by the Contractor, whether deliberately or through failure 
to carry out the requirements of the Contract Documents, State laws, municipal ordinances or 
the specific direction of the Engineer, or through failure to employ usual and reasonable 
safeguards, such property and surface structures shall be replaced or repaired at the expense 
of the Contractor to a condition equal to that before Work began within a time frame approved 
by the Engineer. 

 

1.16 WATER SUPPLY:  Potable water is available at the project site and will be provided to the 

Contractor at no additional cost.  When the Contractor utilizes the existing potable water 

supply at the plant, he shall provide all temporary piping with an in-line meter to quantify the 

flow rate and total amount of water utilized for this operation. The Contractor shall also install a 



 

 
 

 

 

 

pressure reducing backflow prevention device between the injection well and water source.  

The meter and backflow-preventer assembly shall be acceptable to the Owner. 

 

It is anticipated, but not guaranteed, that treated effluent water will be available for purposes of 

flushing IW2 prior to and during radioactive tracer survey testing.  The Contractor shall 

coordinate the use of effluent water with the Owner and Engineer.  No standby time will be 

granted waiting for the Owner to supply effluent water to the Contractor.  The water needed for 

testing is further discussed in Specification Section 11561.  

 

1.17 ELECTRICITY: All necessary temporary electrical lines shall be furnished, installed, connected 

and maintained at the Contractor's expense in a manner satisfactory to the Owner and Engineer 

and removed at the completion of the work.  The Contractor shall perform all work, including utility 

installations, in accordance with all Federal, State, County and, if applicable, municipal codes and 

regulations. 

 

1.18 EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS: Equipment in first-class working order shall be provided.  The 

Contractor shall provide personnel and equipment having the minimum capabilities necessary to do 

the described work.  No unnecessary delays or work stoppages shall be tolerated because of 

equipment failure. 

 
1.19 WORK SCHEDULE:  Prior to starting the work, the Contractor shall confer with the Engineer 
to develop an approved work schedule which will permit the project to proceed as normally as 
practical.  The Contractor shall prepare and submit to the Engineer for approval, the detailed testing 
schedule containing anticipated start and completion dates for each of the testing steps outlined 
herein.    
 
1.20 FDEP PLAN:  The work performed under the specification shall fully comply with the 
requirements set forth in these documents and the approved FDEP plan for this Mechanical 
Integrity Test.   
 
1.21 SITE SECURITY:  Security at the construction site is given a very high priority by the Owner. 
The Contractor shall recognize that this project is sensitive in nature as a result of homeland 
security concerns and the security criteria stipulated herein constitutes a material inducement of the 
Owner to enter into this contract with the Contractor. 
 
It is noted that the Owner has implemented site security measures which restrict and control 
entrance to and exit from the site. The Contractor shall anticipate and work within the requirements 
of the Owner’s security measures. The Owner reserves the right to require the Contractor to 
perform a background check on all agents, licensees, invitees, employees, subcontractors, 
material-men, workers and suppliers entering the site and supply the results to the Owner. Should 
this occur, the Contractor shall secure appropriate releases and authorizations from the affected 
parties prior to performing the background checks. All background checks shall be performed prior 
to allowing the workers on to the project site. The Owner reserves the right but not the obligation to 
disallow entrance to the work site of any persons or entities as a result of the background check or 
other relevant information, regardless of the result of such background check or other relevant 
information. Background checks shall be in such form and fashion as is acceptable to the Owner 
but at a minimum shall be performed through the Broward County Sheriff’s Department and the 
Florida Department of Law Enforcement or such other entity, firm or individual acceptable to the 
Owner, in its’ sole discretion. The Contractor shall allow for the time to perform the necessary 
background checks within the project schedule. 
 
Nothing herein shall confer liability upon the Owner as a result of the security steps and provisions 
set forth in this contract. Each party who has had a background check performed shall be required 



 

 
 

 

 

 

to carry a photo identification and clearance tag shall be required to enter the site and shall be 
maintained with the person at all times while on site. The Contractor shall provide to the Owner a 
complete roster of all parties to enter the work site pursuant to this construction and keep said 
roster updated and current on at least a monthly basis. 
 

1.22  HEALTH AND SAFETY: The Contractor shall have the total responsibility to maintain the site 

in a safe condition in full compliance with applicable laws and rules. Safe access for the Engineer, 

Owner and regulatory personnel shall be maintained at all times. 

 

PART 2 – PRODUCTS (NOT USED) 

 

PART 3 – EXECUTION (NOT USED) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

 

 

 

SECTION 01300 
  

SUBMITTALS 
  

  
PART 1 - GENERAL 
  
1.01 DESCRIPTION OF REQUIREMENTS: The types of submittals controlled by these 
general requirements include shop drawings, operation and maintenance manuals, instruction 
manuals, samples, and miscellaneous work-related submittals. The individual submittal 
requirements are specified herein and in applicable sections for each unit of work.  Other 
submittals as specified in other sections shall follow the requirements of those sections. 
 
1.02 GENERAL SUBMITTAL REQUIREMENTS:  Coordination and Sequencing: The 
Contractor shall coordinate preparation and processing of submittals with performance of the 
work so that the work will not be delayed by submittals. The Contractor shall allow for 
adequate review time by the Engineer for the submittals.  The Contractor shall coordinate and 
sequence different categories of submittals for the same work, and for interfacing units of 
work, so that one will not be delayed for coordination with another. No extension of time will be 
allowed because of failure to properly coordinate and sequence submittals. 
 
Preparation of Submittals: Provide permanent marking on each submittal to identify project, 
date, Contractor, subcontractor, submittal name and similar information to distinguish it from 
other submittals.  The marking system used shall be as required by the Engineer. Each 
submittal shall clearly state where the item is to be installed. Package each submittal 
appropriately for transmittal and handling. Submittals which are received from sources other 
than through Contractor's office will be returned without action. All results of testing by 
independent labs or agencies shall be submitted to the Engineer. This shall include both 
passing and failing tests. 
  
1.03 SPECIFIC CATEGORY SUBMITTAL REQUIREMENTS:  General: Except as otherwise 
indicated in individual work sections, comply with general requirements specified herein for 
each indicated category of submittal. 
  



 

  

1.04 GENERAL SHOP DRAWING REQUIREMENTS:  As soon as practicable and within ten 
(10) days after the Notice to Proceed, the Contractor, in conformance with the conditions of the 
contract, shall submit to the Engineer for approval, four (4) copies (in addition to those copies 
necessary for his own requirements to a maximum of three (3) copies) of all required shop 
drawings. The Contractor shall submit newly prepared information: do not reproduce contract 
documents or copy standard printed information as basis of shop drawings. Prepare on 
reproducible sheets, not less than 8-1/2 in. x 11 in. and not larger than 24 in. x 36 in., except 
for actual pattern or template type drawings.  Prepare shop drawings to accurate scale, except 
where other form is indicated as acceptable. Show dimensions and note which are based on 
field measurements, identify materials and products in the work shown. Indicate name of firm 
which has prepared each shop drawing, and provide appropriate project identification. 
  
Shop drawings submitted to the Engineer for his approval shall first be checked and approved 
by the Contractor, as indicated by a stamp marked "Checked and Approved" on each copy of 
the shop drawing. Shop drawings received without the Contractor's "Checked and Approved" 
stamp will be returned without further action.  The Contractor will receive only one marked up 
return copy of any drawings stamped "Not Approved" or "Revise and Resubmit". 
  
 
 
Shop drawings shall be submitted for the following: 
  
  1. Project Schedule 
 2. Shutdown/Testing Plan 
 3. Drawing showing specification of tool assembly used in the RTS 
 4. Any other items requested by the Engineer 
 
  
Product Data:  Collect required data into one submittal for each unit of work or system; and 
mark each copy to show which choices and options are applicable to the project. Include 
manufacturer's standard printed recommendations for application and use, compliance with 
standards, application of labels and seals, notation of field measurements which have been 
checked, and special coordination requirements. Maintain one set of product data for each 
submittal at the project site, available for reference by the Engineer. For purposes of this 
submittal, manufacturer's fabrication drawings shall be synonymous with shop drawings. 
  
The Contractor shall not submit product data or allow its use on the project, until compliance 
with requirements of the contract documents has been confirmed. Submittal is for information 
and record, unless otherwise indicated. 
  
1.05 DOCUMENTS: Maintain at the job-site one copy of all drawings, specifications; addenda; 
approved shop drawings; change orders; field orders; other contract modifications; and other 
approved documents submitted by the Contractor in compliance with various sections of the 
specifications. Each of these Project Record Documents shall be clearly marked "Project 
Record Copy" and maintained in good condition; available at all times for review by the 
Engineer and not used for construction purposes. 
  
PART 2 AND 3 - PRODUCTS AND EXECUTION (not applicable) 

 

 

 

 



 

  

SECTION 01400 
  
 GENERAL QUALITY CONTROL 
  
PART 1 - GENERAL 
  
1.01 DESCRIPTION OF REQUIREMENTS:  Definitions:  Specific quality control requirements 
for the work are indicated throughout the contract documents and are not repeated herein.  
The requirements for this section are primarily to performances of the work beyond furnishing 
of manufactured products.  The term "Quality Control" includes, but is not necessarily limited 
to, inspection and testing and associated requirements. This section does not specify or 
modify Engineer's duties relating to quality control and Contract enforcement. 
  
1.02 RESPONSIBILITY FOR INSPECTIONS AND TESTS:  Unless otherwise noted, all testing 
and inspections required by these specifications shall be performed by a properly certified 
entity.  All costs associated with the testing and inspections shall be the Contractor's 
responsibility.  The Contractor shall also be responsible for all tests or inspections required by 
any entity having jurisdictional control over the work. 
  
No failure of test agencies, whether engaged by Owner or Contractor, to perform adequate 
inspections or tests or to properly analyze or report results, shall relieve the Contractor of 
responsibility for fulfillment of the requirements of the contract documents. 
  
1.03 QUALITY ASSURANCE:  General Workmanship Standards:  Except as more definitively 
specified, the Contractor shall comply with recognized workmanship quality standards within 
the industry as applicable to each unit of work, including ANSI standards where applicable. It is 
a requirement that each category of trades person or installer performing the work be 
prequalified, to the extent of being familiar with applicable and recognized quality standards for 
that category of work, and of being capable of workmanship complying with those standards.  
The Engineer shall be the sole judge of what constitutes industry workmanship standards. 
  
1.04 PRODUCT DELIVERY-STORAGE-HANDLING:  General:  Handle, store and protect 
materials and products, including fabricated components, by methods and means which will 
prevent damages, deterioration and losses including theft (and resulting delays), thereby 
insuring highest quality results as the performance of the work progresses.  Control delivery 
schedules so as to minimize unnecessary long-term storage at the project site prior to 
installation.  Contractor shall provide covered, inside storage for all new equipment on the site 
which is not intended for outside installation.  Electrical, hydraulic and pneumatic connections 
on all equipment shall be protected from the elements.  Contractor shall store all material on 
the project site unless specifically authorized otherwise by the Owner. 



   

  
 

 
1.05 WATER TIGHTNESS: Equipment containing liquids that are not subject to leakage 
testing, as may be specified elsewhere, shall be free of all leakage when filled to the maximum 
pressure or static head that could be applied during operation of the facilities.  The duration of 
all leakage testing shall be 48 hours.  Any damp areas resulting from the tests shall be 
considered leaks and shall be repaired. All testing shall be completed prior to the application of 
coating systems, if any. 
  
PART 2 - PRODUCTS (not applicable) 
  
PART 3 - EXECUTION 
  
3.01 PREPARATION FOR INSTALLATION:  Installer's Inspection of Conditions:  The 
Contractor shall require the fabricator and installer of each major unit of work to inspect 
substrate to receive the work, and conditions under which the work will be performed, and to 
report (in writing to the Contractor and the Engineer) unsatisfactory conditions. Do not proceed 
with the work until unsatisfactory conditions have been corrected in a manner acceptable to 
the fabricator and installer. 
  
3.02 INSTALLATION QUALITY CONTROL:  Manufacturer's Instructions:  Where installations 
include manufactured products, comply with manufacturer's applicable instructions and 
recommendations for installation, to whatever extent these are more explicit or more stringent 
than applicable requirements indicated in the contract documents. 
  
The Contractor shall inspect each item of materials or equipment immediately prior to 
installation, and reject damaged and defective items. 
 
Provide attachment and connection devices and methods for securing work as it is installed; 
true to line and level, and within recognized industry tolerances if not otherwise indicated. 
  
The Contractor shall recheck measurements and dimensions of the work, as an integral step of 
starting each installation. 
  
Install work during conditions of temperature, humidity, exposure, forecasted weather, and 
status of project completion which will ensure best possible results for each unit of work, in 
coordination with entire work.  Isolate each unit of work from non-compatible work, as required 
to prevent deterioration. 
  
Mounting Heights:  Except as otherwise noted, mount individual units of work at industry-
recognized standard mounting heights, for applications indicated.  Refer questionable 
mounting height choices to the Engineer for final decision. 
  
Adjust, clean, lubricate, restore marred finishes, and protect newly installed work, to ensure 
that it will remain without damage or deterioration during the remainder of the construction 
period. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



   

  
 

SECTION 11561 

MECHANICAL INTEGRITY TEST 

 

PART 1 - GENERAL 

 

1.01 SCOPE: The work described in these specifications is for the Mechanical Integrity Test (MIT) 

of Injection Well No. 2 (IW2) at the City of Sunrise, Springtree Water Treatment Plant (WTP) in 

Broward County, Florida.  All work described shall be performed by the Contractor unless otherwise 

stated. 

 

The Contractor shall assure himself of the suitability of the well pad to accommodate any 

equipment to be used, and shall, as a part of this contract, perform whatever modifications will be 

necessary to accommodate his equipment.  The Contractor shall satisfy himself regarding all local 

conditions affecting his work by personal investigation.   

 

Time is of the essence in completing this program.  No unreasonable or avoidable delays will be 

tolerated in beginning or completing this program.  Failure to substantially complete the work 

outlined in these specifications within the allotted time period, except as a result of an “Act of God” 

or some other reason or reasons which can reasonably be asserted to be outside of the ability of 

the Contractor to influence, may result in the assessment of liquidated damages against the 

Contractor by the Owner.  

 

Unless specifically stated otherwise, the Contractor shall provide all labor, equipment, materials, 

tools, equipment and utility necessary to complete all work contained within these Specifications.  

The Contractor shall perform all work, including utility installations, in accordance with all Federal, 

State, County and, if applicable, municipal codes and regulations.  At the completion of testing, the 

Contractor shall remove all equipment and leave the site in good condition acceptable to the 

Owner.  All depths and material requirements are approximate. 

 

1.02 OUTLINE SPECIFICATION OF WORK 

 

  A. MOBILIZATION 

  1. Equipment Setup 

  2. Coordination with Operator and Engineer concerning well operations 

 

 B. MECHANICAL INTEGRITY TESTING 

  1. Conduct a television survey 

  2. Conduct a hydrostatic pressure test 

  3. Conduct temperature, background gamma-ray and radioactive tracer survey 

logs 

    

 C. DEMOBILIZATION 

 

1.03 SITE ACCESS: The injection well is accessible at the site.  An access road is available for 

mobilization of equipment to the well.  The Contractor shall satisfy himself with regard to site access 

prior to beginning any work and shall, as part of this contract, make any modifications necessary 



   

  
 

(subject to the Owner’s prior approval) to make the site accessible.  Any modifications shall be 

temporary and must be removed unless determined differently, in advance, by the Owner.  The 

Contractor is responsible for examining site conditions and satisfying himself that it is clear and 

accessible for his equipment, allowing him to perform the work described in these Specifications. 

 

1.04 DRILLING PAD AND WELLHEAD: An existing reinforced concrete pad exists at the wellhead.  

The Contractor shall satisfy himself as to its suitability for his equipment and the work contemplated.  

The Contractor shall repair any damages to the pad caused by performing the specified work to 

original conditions.  

 

The Contractor shall maintain the well and wellhead so that fluids are not allowed to escape from 

the well.  If fluids should overflow, leak or escape from the pad during an unforeseen emergency, 

the Contractor shall be responsible to take whatever immediate steps are necessary to stop the 

flow and clean up the fluids.  Within 3 days of any such occurrence, if cleanup is not complete, the 

Contractor shall provide a written plan to the Engineer to continue cleanup and monitor its 

effectiveness.  Upon approval, the Contractor shall implement the remedial plan.  The Contractor 

shall cooperate with the regulatory agencies with authority over the cleanup and shall secure 

whatever permits/approvals are necessary to accomplish the cleanup.  The Contractor shall be 

responsible for all remedial activities necessary to the satisfaction of the Owner, the Engineer and 

the cognizant regulatory agencies.   

  

1.05 DAILY LOG: A detailed daily log shall be maintained by the Contractor during the testing of the 

injection well.  The log shall give a complete description of the depth of the testing, operations, and 

other such pertinent data, including the sizes and lengths of material installed in the well for testing.  

The daily log shall be maintained on site and available for inspection by any authorized regulatory 

agency representative, the Engineer, and Owner at all times.  A copy of the Daily Log shall be 

submitted to the Engineer upon completion of the work. 

 

1.06 REMEDIAL WORK: If remedial work proves to be necessary because of accident, loss of 

tools, defective material, or for any other cause, the Contractor shall propose a method of correcting 

the problem, in writing.  Suggested methods shall be reviewed and approved by the Engineer, the 

Owner, the Florida Department of Environmental Protection (FDEP) and the Underground Injection 

Control-Technical Advisory Committee (UIC-TAC) before work proceeds. 

 

1.07 WARRANTY: The work and service shall be warranted under the Contract.  All workmanship, 

materials, and equipment furnished, used, or installed in the work shall be free from defects and 

flaws, and furnished in accordance with these Specifications.  The strength of all parts of all 

manufactured equipment shall be adequate and as specified.  The Contractor shall repair, correct, 

or replace all damage to the well resulting from failures covered by the warranty.   

 

PART 2 - PRODUCTS – NOT APPLICABLE 

PART 3 - EXECUTION 

 

3.01 GENERAL: It is essential that salty or brackish water produced from any source during 

operations is prevented from contaminating the shallow aquifer which contains fresh water.  The 

well testing shall be accomplished without any overflow.  The Contractor shall be required to take all 

necessary steps to prevent accidental spillage from occurring.  If fluids should overflow, leak or 

escape from the pad during an unforeseen emergency, the Contractor shall be responsible to take 

whatever immediate steps are necessary stop the flow and clean up the fluids to the satisfaction of 



   

  
 

the Engineer and regulatory agencies with jurisdiction.  Within 3 days of any such occurrence, if 

cleanup is not complete, the Contractor shall provide a written plan to the Engineer to continue 

cleanup and monitor its effectiveness.  Upon approval, the Contractor shall implement the plan.  

The Contractor may be required to install and/or monitor up to 4 shallow monitor wells to measure 

water quality around the pad.  The Contractor shall cooperate with the regulatory agencies with 

authority over the cleanup and shall secure whatever permits/approvals are necessary to 

accomplish the cleanup.  If an overflow or leak does occur, the Contractor shall be responsible for 

all remedial activities necessary to the satisfaction of the Owner, the Engineer and regulatory 

agencies with jurisdiction. 

 

If a "Hurricane Watch" is issued by the National Weather Service, the Contractor shall make certain 

preparations to include, but not limited to the following: 

 

  1. Secure all on-site salt, chemicals, and other additive materials to prevent surface 

and/or groundwater contamination; 

 

  2. Properly secure drilling equipment and rig(s) to prevent damage to the injection well 

and on-site treatment process equipment. 

 

 

3.02 OPERATION OF PLANT EQUIPMENT: All existing pumps and valving at the water treatment 

plant which must be operated for the testing shall be operated by Owner personnel only unless 

directed otherwise by the Engineer. 

 

3.03 FAILURE DUE TO EXISTING CONDITIONS: In the event that the Contractor exhausts all 

reasonable efforts and is unable to complete one or more of the described tests to the satisfaction 

of the Owner and the Engineer, due to existing well conditions, the Contractor shall notify the 

Owner and the Engineer immediately. 

      

3.04 TELEVISION SURVEY: A color Television (TV) Survey shall be performed in the presence 

of the Engineer for the entire well, from the top of the injection tubing to the bottom of the open 

hole.  The Contractor shall have the survey performed by a qualified service company using 

equipment capable of surveying and recording to the bottom of the open hole.  The Contractor 

may use his own equipment if it is capable of surveying as required.  The contractor shall 

furnish proof of the capability of the selected equipment and gain approval from the engineer 

prior to mobilization to site.  It is the Contractor's responsibility to make all arrangements and 

scheduling for the television survey. 

 

Prior to and during performance of the TV survey, the Contractor shall pump clear, fresh water 

into IW1 as necessary in order to ensure that the survey is of sufficient clarity to perform an 

adequate TV survey (as determined by the Engineer).  The Contractor should anticipate the 

need to pump up to 3 tubing volumes of freshwater.    It is the Contractor's responsibility to insure 

that the borehole fluid is of sufficient clarity (as determined by the Engineer) to allow a television 

survey to be conducted.   

 

The television camera (radial with rotating side-view lens) shall be centralized within the casing and 

borehole and lowered at a rate specified by the Engineer.   It is anticipated that a logging rate of 

between 20 and 25 feet per minute will meet this requirement.   The depth recording is to be 

accurately and continuously presented on the video copies.  Any features of the injection tubing, 



   

  
 

as requested by the Engineer, shall be inspected using a rotating side-view camera to obtain a 

close-up of the feature.   

 

While pumping the fresh water into the well and during the TV survey, the well will be under 

artesian pressure and may flow.  The Contractor shall be required to provide and use a 

stripper-head assembly and other equipment necessary to keep the well under control at all 

times.  The Contractor shall be required to contain any fluids that might be released at the 

wellhead, due to his activities.   

 

Five (5) DVD copies of the survey shall be provided to the Engineer.  The costs for these 

services shall be included in the lump-sum price for the TV survey. 

 

3.05 MECHANICAL CLEANING OF THE INJECTION TUBING (IF NECESSARY): 

The necessity to perform mechanical cleaning of the FRP injection in order to obtain an 

acceptable TV survey is not anticipated.  If the TV survey shows that cleaning is necessary, as 

determined by the Engineer, the tubing shall be cleaned in a manner so as to not damage the 

interior wall of the tubing.  After cleaning procedures (if necessary), additional TV survey(s) 

shall be performed.     

  

3.06 ANNULAR HYDROSTATIC PRESSURE TESTING: The Contractor shall coordinate the date 

and time of the pressure test so that the FDEP has at least 72 hours’ notice prior to the 

implementation of MIT procedures.  The MIT shall be initiated during regular working hours for the 

FDEP, Monday through Thursday between the hours of 9:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. 

 

The Contractor shall install a header assembly with a calibrated pressure gauge to monitor the 

annular space pressure between the injection tubing and the final casing.  The pressure gauge 

shall be mounted on the wellhead at or near eye level, to make any change in pressure easily 

discernible. The pressure gauge shall be calibrated within 3 months prior to testing, shall be 

capable of indicating pressure in increments of 1 pound per square inch (psi) and shall have a 

range from 0 to 200 psi with an accuracy of +/- 0.25%.  Five copies of the pressure-gauge 

calibration certification shall be provided to the Engineer prior to the initiation of the pressure 

test and must indicate the date and place of the pressure-gauge calibration.  

 

The annular space shall be placed under a pressure of approximately 150 psi.  Preliminary 

pressure testing witnessed by the Engineer shall be conducted prior to performing the official 

pressure test with FDEP representatives on site.   

 

The official pressure test shall be witnessed and certified in writing by the Engineer.  A 

maximum pressure change of 5% is allowed over a 60-minute test period.   If a pressure change 

greater than 5% occurs, the test shall be repeated under controlled conditions to the 

satisfaction of the Engineer and the FDEP.  The test will be considered successful if the 

pressure does not change (increase or decrease) by more than 5%.  The Contractor shall 

relieve the pressure on the injection casing and measure the volume of water discharged from the 

casing.   

 

3.07  MECHANICAL PACKER TEST (IF NECESSARY): If, after multiple attempts, the annular 

hydrostatic pressure test is unsuccessful, i.e. the pressure change exceeds 5% (increases or 

decreases) within a one-hour period, additional testing will be necessary.  This may involve 

installing an inflatable packer inside the injection tubing.  If necessary, the following procedures 

shall be performed.  



   

  
 

   

  1. An inflatable packer that is capable of sealing against the interior wall of the injection 

tubing, shall be set in the last tubing section as near as possible  to the base of the 

tubing.  The actual packer-setting depth shall be confirmed, based on  the results of 

the TV survey.  The packer shall pressurize through the tubing or work pipe used to install 

the device (the use of external inflation tubing is not acceptable, except between the 

bottom section of tubing and the packer device).        

 

  2. The tubing shall be filled with potable water and placed under a pressure of 

 approximately 150 psi.  A maximum pressure change of 5% is allowed over a 60- minute 

 test period. 

    

  3. If a significant pressure change (>5%) occurs, the test shall be repeated  under 

 controlled conditions to the satisfaction of the Engineer and the FDEP. 

 

 4. The Contractor shall relieve the pressure on the injection casing and  measure the 

volume of water discharged from the casing.   

 

  5. Pressure testing shall be witnessed and certified in writing by the Engineer. 

 

3.08  RADIOACTIVE TRACER SURVEY: Upon completion of the television survey and hydrostatic 

pressure test, a temperature, background gamma-ray and radioactive tracer survey (or “RTS”) log 

shall be performed in the injection well.  The Contractor shall employ the services of a company 

specializing in furnishing and operating the equipment used in collecting this information.  The costs 

for these services shall be included in the lump-sum price for the radioactive tracer survey. 

 

The geophysical tool used for the RTS must be capable of ejecting the radioactive tracer and 

simultaneously monitoring with “scintillation”-type gamma-ray detectors.  A casing collar locator 

shall be positioned below the tool to precisely locate the bottom of the casing.  The tool shall 

be configured such that one gamma-ray detector will be located above the ejector and two 

detectors will be located below the ejector.  The radioactive material used for the testing shall 

be medical grade Iodine 131.  The RTS tool shall be loaded with 5 millicuries (MCI) of Iodine 

131.  The Contractor shall be required to demonstrate that the Iodine 131 tracer utilized for the 

RTS is not more than 6 days old on the day that the RTS is performed and the Contractor shall 

provide a copy of the Iodine 131 certification to the Engineer. 

 

The flowmeter utilized for the test shall be certified as calibrated within the previous 3-month 

period from date of the pressure test and shall be capable of measuring the flow rate with an 

accuracy of 5%.  Five copies of the calibration certification shall be provided prior to the 

initiation of the MIT procedures and shall indicate the date and place of the flowmeter 

calibration. Verification of the flowmeter calibration shall be submitted to the FDEP representative 

prior to commencement of the test.   

 

The RTS shall be witnessed by a Florida-certified Professional Geologist or Professional Engineer.  

The RTS tests shall be initiated during regular working hours for the FDEP, Monday through Friday 

and shall be conducted according to the following procedure: 

 

 1. For casing flushes, fresh water should be used.  Prior to initiation of RTS 

 testing,  approximately 110,000 gallons (approximately 3 well volumes) of 



   

  
 

freshwater shall be  injected to establish a freshwater “bubble” below the final casing seat.  

The flush  volume may include the water injected to perform the TV survey.    

  

 2. A combination gamma-ray/high-resolution temperature tool shall be used to 

initially log  the injection well, recording temperature from land surface to the total 

(accessible) well  depth. The high-resolution temperature log shall include a 

differential temperature log on the same plot.  The well shall be “shut-in” for a 

minimum of 8 hours prior to performing temperature logging.  

 

 3. A background gamma-ray log shall be conducted in the interval from the  total 

 accessible depth to land surface.  A casing-collar locator log shall be used during this 

 survey to locate the base of the final casing.  The temperature log and background 

 gamma-ray log shall be performed prior to loading Medical Grade Iodine 131 into the 

 RTS tool. 

 

 4. The combination logging tool shall be positioned with the ejector located 

 approximately 5 feet above the bottom of the casing, with one gamma-ray 

 detector above the ejector (GRT), and two gamma-ray detectors below the ejector 

 (one inside the casing above the casing seat [GRM] and one outside the casing below 

 the casing seat [GRB]). 

 

 5. A. low-rate dynamic test shall be performed.  A low injection rate shall be 

 established using fresh water.  The velocity for this test shall be between 3 and 

 5 feet per minute (equating to a flow rate between 40 and 66 gallons per minute   

              [gpm]).  A  flowmeter with totalizer and an instantaneous flow-rate indicator shall  

              be installed to monitor the flow rate into the well. 

 

 6. Time-drive monitoring shall begin and a 1-MCI slug of tracer material shall be 

ejected. This release will be confirmed by the middle detector (GRM) and the bottom 

detector (GRB). 

 

 7. Gamma-ray levels shall be monitored for one hour while the tool is held 

 stationary.  In the event that the tracer slug is detected by the upper gamma-ray 

 detector (GRT) during the one-hour monitoring period, the operator of the logging tool 

 shall log out of position to a new position approximately 20 feet above the previous 

 position of the RTS tool and logging shall resume for the remainder of the one-hour 

 monitoring period.   

 

  8. Following the end of the time-drive monitoring, the RTS tool shall log “out 

 of position” (moving) to at least 200 feet above the highest point where the tracer was 

detected. 

 

 9. Following the out-of-position gamma-ray log, the injection tubing shall be 

 flushed by injecting freshwater equivalent to approximately one injection well 

volume (approximately 36,700 gallons).   

 

 10. Following flushing, the combination logging tool shall be repositioned with 

 the ejector located approximately 5 feet above the bottom of the casing and 

 another gamma-ray log shall be run out of position to at least 200 feet above the 

 highest point where tracer was detected. 

 



   

  
 

 11. If tracer movement continues to be detected, multiple out-of-position logs 

 shall  be conducted to identify the extent of tracer movement.  The out-of-position logs  

              shall be conducted at least 200 above the highest point where tracer was detected. 

 

 12. The combination logging tool shall then be repositioned with the ejector located 

approximately 5 feet above the bottom of the casing.  This is the same  depth as that 

used for the first low-rate dynamic test.  A low injection rate shall be established using 

potable water.  The flow rate of the second low-rate dynamic test shall be the same as 

the first low-rate dynamic test.  Time-drive  monitoring shall begin, a 2.0- MCI 

slug of tracer material shall be ejected, and the release of the tracer material will be 

confirmed by detectors GRM and GRB. 

 

 13. Step No. 7 (above) shall be repeated with the exception that the logging 

 duration shall be 30 minutes (and not 1 hour). 

 

 14. Step No. 8 (above) shall be repeated. 

 

 15.    Step No. 9 (above) shall be repeated. 

  

 16.    Step No. 10 (above) shall be repeated. 

 

 17.    Step No. 11 (above) shall be repeated if necessary. 

 

 18. Following completion of the RTS runs, the RTS tool shall be lowered to 

approximately 5 feet above the uppermost transmissive injection interval in the open 

hole.  The remaining tracer material shall be ejected while flushing with at least one 

casing volume of freshwater.  The RTS tool then shall be lowered to the total depth of 

the well and a final gamma-ray log shall be performed from the total depth to land 

surface.   

 

 19.   Following the final gamma-ray log, the casing shall be flushed by injecting up to 

3 well volumes of freshwater as directed by the Engineer.  

 

3.09 DEMOBILIZATION: Upon completion of the work, the Contractor shall disassemble all 

temporary piping and equipment modifications from the site and demobilize.  The injection wellhead 

shall be reassembled into its original configuration and reconditioned by the Contractor.  A rust-

inhibitive primer shall be applied to any exposed surface to the satisfaction of the Engineer.  All 

exposed wellhead valves, flanges, flange bolts and appurtenances exposed to view shall be re-

painted as part of this work and shall be left in a condition acceptable to the Engineer and the 

Owner.  The Contractor shall remove all equipment which is not part of the well and leave the site in 

a condition acceptable to the Owner.   
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